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Dear Dr. Redler,

We kindly appreciate the references you provided to similar online remapping efforts that are available as part of both the YAC and the C-Coupler software infrastructures. We have modified the manuscript and updated the background section discussions accordingly. While detailed performance of both YAC and Common Remapping software in C-Coupler2 are not directly available, comparison of the intersection computation approaches and 3-D field interpolation algorithms have been discussed where relevant. We also want to note that TempestRemap exposes a unique capability to compute field projections between spectral element and other FV/cGLL discretizations without any approximations to the underlying grid (such as using an intermediate dual mesh). The presented work in the manuscript leverages this capability and expands the feature to the parallel setting as well. In contrast, it is our understanding that YAC, CoR and ESMF do not directly handle high-order remapping from SE grids.

We request you to review the updated paper and welcome other comments that would improve the scope of the manuscript.

Best regards,

Vijay Mahadevan

Please also note the supplement to this comment: